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History:
Falling Water is a modernistic home built for the Kauffman family by Frank Lloyd Wright in
1935. Originally, the home was going to sit beside a waterfall on bear- run creek, but wright was
inspired by the beauty and serenity of the location, and decided to build the house atop the
waterfall. Later, Kauffman quotes, "The visit to the waterfall in the woods stayed with me, and a
domicile has taken vague shape in my mind to the music of the stream." Due to limited land for a
foundation, wright took inspiration from the rocks jutting out of the waterfall and decided to use
a cantilevered structure; In doing this, he hoped to create the illusion that the water had eroded
the foundations of the structure over time; magnifying the power of water.

Structure:
The Basic foundation of Falling Water stands on four main piers (visible in image A.): three of
which are made from reinforced concrete, while the fourth pier is made up of stone masonry
mined from a nearby stone quarry that was reopened during construction. The first floor consists
of four cantilevered beams, which project 15’ from the piers into mid-air. The beams are
supported by concrete joists which transfer the weight from the first floor to the beams. For
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further strength, wright
designed a 4” concrete slab to
be monolithically cast to the
underside of the beams and
concrete joists; this method

Stone Masonry Pier

provided an efficient inverted
T- Beam System.
The cantilever on the second
floor overhangs the first floor
by 6’. Structurally, the second
floor consists of joists and a

Concrete Piers

concrete slab that are
compressed between two edge

beams which provide extra strength for the structure.

Failures:
After the first floor was completed and the framework was removed, workers recorded a 1.75”
deflection in the cantilever. Following the completion of the second cantilever, two large cracks
appeared in the ceiling of the first floor; at this point it became obvious that there was a problem
with the structural
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design. In 1995, further
examination of Falling
Water showed a
deflection of 7” in the
first floor cantilever (the
tilt can be seen in image
B). The reasoning
behind such a large
deflection lies in the
insufficient structural
capacity of the
cantilevered girders.
Because the girders did

not have a sufficient amount of negative reinforcement steel, the existing steel reached its
holding limit and began to expand; deflecting the first floor cantilever and threatening to collapse
the building. Furthermore, during construction, it was believed that the second floor terrace acted
independently, however, this was not the case; contradictory to beliefs, the second floor terrace
transferred its weight to the edge of the first floor cantilever by means of the four steel window
mullions. This extra weight to the edge of the cantilever added to the significant deflection of the
first floor.
Restoration:
Following the major deflection discovery in 1995, the Western Pennsylvania Conservatory
decided to take steps towards restoring Falling Water. While a permanent solution to the problem
was being solved in 1997, temporary shoring was placed beneath the first floor to support the
structure and prevent any further damage to the building. Finally, in 2002, Falling water was
repaired permanently using post- tensioning.
Post- Tensioning involves applying tension to the rebar, after the concrete has been set. In the
case of Falling Water, this tension was achieved by using large steel cables (see image C).
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Problem-

During construction, the cantilevers holding up the balconies of Fallingwater
were not built properly. They were given less steel rebar than they needed because
the architect believed the extra rebar would just add more weight to the cantilevers
and make them less stable. Immediately after the temporary supports were
removed, the balconies began to sag noticeably. This problem worsened with time
until the 1990s, when it was fixed. Before it was repaired, the balconies had sagged
up to 7 inches from their original positions.

In this picture it is possible to see the difference in elevation between the base of the
balcony and its outer edge.
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Solution- After reexamining the construction of the building and studying the failing
cantilevers, the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy decided to place temporary
shorings under the cantilevers. Next, they considered a variety of methods to
permanently fix the problem. They decided on external post-tensioning. External
Post-Tensioning is a process where cables are attached to the top of a cantilever and
tightened, applying force opposite the load on the cantilever. This method was
chosen because of its light weight. The second floor cantilevers did not have a way
to anchor their own chords, so the first floor chords were used to lift the entire
cantilevered portion of the structure. This is illustrated below.

Image C.
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Fallingwater (a Kaufmann vacation residence) is a very famous building, mainly because
the architect, the famous Frank Lloyd Wright, decided to build it partly over a 30-foot waterfall
on Bear Run (Bear Run is a 5-mile long tributary of the Youghiogheny River in Fayette County in
Pennsylvania). Wright began drawing plans in October of 1935. An old rock quarry was
reopened in December of that same year to provide the stones for the house’s walls. Work on
the main house and bridge began in April 1936. For the cantilevered floors (a unique feature of
the Fallingwater house), Wright decided to use upside down T-shaped beams integrated into a
monolithic slab of concrete. Unfortunately, the cantilevers began to sag immediately after the
supports were removed because of insufficient reinforcement, even though the Kaufmann’s
consultant engineers doubled the amount of reinforcing steel mentioned in Wright’s plan. Due
to structural stress, some walls and supports started weakening, and two balconies hanging
over the stream began to sag significantly; the design didn’t have enough structural support.
There were also cracks, ranging in size from hairline fractures to large cracks. These were
caused by the shifting balconies and terraces. Fortunately, though, the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy conducted a program to restore and preserve Fallingwater. The structure was
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permanently repaired using post-tensioning. A series of cables were run between the two levels
that make up each floor in Fallingwater; 7-strand cables (capable of holding 170 tons each)
were stretched in a grid pattern. The cables were then tightened using jacks. This process is
called external post-tensioning. Even though the cables didn’t bring the floors up to their
original heights, the terraces and balconies were corrected, and were stopped from sagging
anymore. The cracks mentioned before were patched by injecting epoxy into them. When the
engineers on the team pulled up the stone floors to begin the post-tensioning process, they
found that part of the structure was deteriorating more than expected. This led to the
installing of more post-tensioning, as well as filling concrete cracks and replacing some of the
concrete beams in the floors.

Top: Fallingwater during restoration

Bottom left: Fallingwater in winter. Bottom right: Fallingwater in spring/summer
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Falling water is one of the most recognized homes that Frank Lloyd Wright
designed. This home was built over a small water fall and a river bed and has four
massive reinforced concrete balconies that extended out over the river1. After the
scaffolding was removed, the balconies started to sag under their own weight and in
some places sagged up to 7 inches.1b This was caused by a design flaw of not
sufficiently reinforcing the balconies with rebar. This has cost the owners more than
11.5 million dollars in up front repairs.
The state of Pennsylvania repaired the home in 2004 by adding stiffening bands
to the balconies. The floors in the home were ripped out and the tension bands installed
on the back side of the home2, while the free ends were sent through the home and
fastened to the ends of the balconies3. After this, the floors were reinstalled allowing the
home to be used again by the owners4. This restoration project has helped save the
home.
Recommendations
Falling Water’s failing balconies and how to repair this for the home and future designs.
The balconies on this home were constructed with steel reinforced concrete. The
tension rods are not as adequate for the job of supporting the weight of the balconies’
live and dead loads. The restoration team was stingy in providing the necessary
compression members to the underside of the beams, yet very generous with the
tension members on the top. This could result in the tension bands being over stretched
and snapping under load.
The solution is to use the same system used in a cantilever rail road bridge such
as the firth of forth bridge in Scotland.
The house’s foundation is a slab on grade. The cantilever bridge design system
can be built into the home without unnecessary costs. This could be a onetime fix it and
be done with it solution. Because the compression members are built to reach out to the
ends of the balconies, and are much beefier eliminating the droop.
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1 Schematic of the home and its property.
2 Tension bands being run through the living
room.

1b Droopy balcony due to insufficient tension
bands.

3 the system used to repair the balconies

4The finished product.

Foundation of support arms if aesthetics did not
mater. This would have defeated the purpose of
the home’s look.
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Schematic of the home and its property.
Tension bands being run through living room.

train bridge

Droopy balcony due to insufficient tension bands.

Cantilever design for balcony used on bridge.

Cantilever design used on balcony
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Foundation of support arms if aesthetics did not
mater. This would have defeated the purpose of
the home’s system .
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For over 60 years, the living room and Cantilevered terraces of Fallingwater, designed by
Frank Lloyd Wright, were held up by 4 massive, reinforced, cantilever beams. But, over time the
rebar in the beams stretched making the building tilt.

If it wasn’t treated properly, the rebar would have kept stretching and the building may have
collapsed.
The way that Engineers fixed it is a method called “post-tensioning” and is commonly used on
bridges that are structurally unsafe. The process involves securing a length of steel cable to
both ends of a section of concrete, then pulling the cable tight. The cable acts like a giant clamp,

compressing the concrete so it resists further bending. The engineers at the Fallingwater job
first temporarily supported the building with steel bracing. Next, all the flooring in the room
was ripped out to reveal the beams. Bundles of 13 ½ in steel cable is then treaded through each
of the four cantilevers and attached at the other end to a concrete anchor. Temporary scaffold
is put up over the water and Hydraulic jacks are attached to the cables where they exit the
building. The jack slowly tightens the cables until they exhort a static pull of 195 tons on each
side of the beam, lifting it about ¾ of an inch. The cable ends are embedded into the anchor
blocks and trimmed, and the holes are patched up.

Hydraulic Jack
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The Very famous house built by Frank Lloyd Wright, Falling water, is a beautiful
architectural structure built over a waterfall in the hills of Western Pennsylvania. It is one of
Wright’s most known buildings, as he himself said that it both showed technology and the
natural world. But from the start, the construction was very hard to build, due to its location.
And in 1937, Falling water was finished, but the house had many different structural problems,
mainly having to do with the balconies that hung over the waterfall. Also, the huge concrete
beams underneath were undereinforced without enough rebar, which made the cantilevered
main terrace and living room start to sag. At the beginning, it sunk 2 inches, and over the years
it has sunken 7 inches. This resulted in widening cracks and drooping terraces.

Now the Falling water building was handed to the public, and in the 1990’s, the Western
Pennsylvania Conservatory decided to restore and preserve the house. So they started on the
long process of reviewing the building plans, restoring the masonry, and designing a way to
bring up the cantilevered balconies and stop them from drooping. In order to fix this problem,
they had to give additional reinforcement to the rebar to help support its own weight. Back
when they were building, Wright and the contractor were clashing due to this problem. The
contractor saw the plans and knew that there had to be more support with rebar and
reinforced concrete then planned, but Wright on the other hand wanted to stick with his plans.
So the contractor backed off, but in the end, he had placed extra rebar support, which is the
only reason why the balconies haven’t fallen down yet (before the Western Pennsylvania
Conservatory came in and helped add more support). In 1997, they put up temporary girders to
help carry the weight as they worked on the project. The solution that they came up with was
to use post-tensioning to support the balconies. They basically put taut steel cables on the
outside near the foundation, underneath the terraces, so that they could brace the building and
help with weight support. 2002 was the year in which they finished the great project of
repairing Wright’s best, famous, and beautiful house.
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In southwestern Pennsylvania there is a house built by an architect Frank Lloyd
Wright in the year of 1935 named “Fallingwater.” (wiki). Fallingwater’s construction
contained a good amount of audacious, augment concrete of cantilevered terrace that
contained complications from the time it was created. At the construction phase of
Fallingwater, it was noticed that the concrete cantilevers were diverting when the
formwork was removed. This stayed persistent and at one point drooped 7 inches on a
cantilever that was as big as 15 feet. It was also noticed that the principal cantilevered
beams were not supported like they should have been; and the supporting steel was
continuously putting Fallingwater in a place of forthcoming crumples. A more immense
problem happened with the second level of the cantilever that is supporting the master
bedroom’s balcony because after the formwork was removed, a couple of large gaps
appeared in the balconies wall. Fallingwater impressively did a good job on forcing the
breaking point of any technology and structural capacity.

Over time, structural engineers noticed that the cantilevers were slowly starting to
move, so they then managed radar studies on the cantilevers so that they could find
and measure the augmentation. An engineering graduate student named John Paul
Huguley observed that Wright’s calculations were miscalculated and that the concrete
and steel reinforcements were to the point of shortcoming, but at some point it was
inserted with temporary girders under the cantilevers to bear the mass. Blocks were
attached to the floor joists, and the cantilever beams, high quality strengthening steel

cables were installed into the blocks and the concrete walls, and the cables were then
tightened. The cantilevers now have adequate support and the drooping has ended. It
did take a few years to plan on how to fix fallingwater and a few months to actually fix it
and about 1.5 million dollars was spent..but Fallingwater is now alluring for everyone to
see.

